
Loss scenario 
A retailer provides services to the plumbing trade, supplying 
many plumbing components to many plumbers who visit the 
store, including fittings for boilers. To the untrained eye these 
fittings can look very similar, although one is designed for  
hot water and one for cold.

A plumber visits the store and asks the retail assistant if it  
matters which component is used for the hot water pipe  
and the cold water pipe, because they appear to fit both.  
The assistant on the trade desk says that it does not matter –  
or that is what the plumber thinks he heard. The plumber  
subsequently fits the cold onto the hot and the hot onto the  
cold hot onto the cold in an apartment block, causing a leak 
affecting several floors with substantial water damage.

Product Liability Considerations
In this scenario a key consideration is whether an implied  
contract was transmitted verbally over the trade counter.  
What people say in sales meetings, presentations, and over 
counters is potentially a contract. Staff need to know this in  
order to understand that what they say in such situations can have 
serious consequences from a product liability perspective.

How can the AIG Product Liability  
Service help?
The AIG Product Liability Service can assist in exactly this kind 
of scenario, it can provide the training and information to staff 
who are delivering these and other types of services and infor-
mation to customers.
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Please visit the Product 
Liability Service.
www.aig.co.uk/productliability 


